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To undertake to •peak about speech means to anbark upon an end.leas 

task. Yet there are strict limits that I have~ observe and to·be 

aware of: limits of time, of redundancy, of attentiveness on your part. 

I shall have to focus your attention on what people moatly concerned 

about speech have said. 'rhe•e were t:he people whom we c&ll.: f'l,:,..tf.••• 

the "lovers of wiSdom" amonq the Greeks. But.I shall also have to-appeal 

to an ·underatandinq of what usually happens to speech, to an understancUng 

which those people do not se• to have had. I shall be as brief as 

possible, and I hope you wil.l not mind my careful.-- nay-, my pedantic 

use of English and Greek words. 

(Parenthetical rmarka !S!!. of what I am goinq to aay I have mid 

before in lectures and in print, but·not all of it.) --------
Let me beqin by quoting from Plato 1 B di&l.ogue entitled'Phaado. 

Thia dialogue pretends to de.acribe what happened durinq the very lut 

day of Socrates. Attentive reading show• that the content of the dialogue· 

is mythical, but that the mythical frame.allows ua to :became· aware of 

what Plato understood to be Socratu 1 unique and evuvhelming ~t. 

At a crucial point of the dialogue (95 E ff.) Socrates~ after ailently 

looking back into himself for quite a· while; reaches - in apeakillCJ -

far back into his own youth. He wanted very much, he reports, to find 

out, with z:egard to any sinqle thing or occurrence, what was responsible 

for its coming into being, its passing away; its being the way it waa1 
. . - .. · 

but he could not find any satiafactory anawra. Nor could he learn 

anything from anybody else, not even· from the great Anaxagoras. ·.He 

bad to abandon the.way in which questions like: these were dealt with 

in the various ~ersions of the "inquiry into nature• (71fC ,ur•"'s 
c , 
c~r•tt•). Be decided to aabark upon a different journey, a "second 

journey", which means, he decided to take to the oars, since the wind 

bad failed. Thia is the praaentation he makes of hi• new endeavor. 
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By looking directly at whatever presents itself in our familiar 

world, at things ~d their properties, at hl;JDl&n affairs and actions, 

we run the risk ofbeinq, blinded, aa people do when they observe the sun 

durinq an eclipse, if they do not.look at its image on some watery 

surface. '!'hat may well have .happened to those investigators of nature. 

'l'o avoid being blinded, Socrates thought he had to "have recourse to 

spoken words" (Els co::,.s ~.;>"us 1t•o•11r1t'.,)· and "see in them the truth 

of whatever is" (99 E). 

In the dialogue entitled Philebus, Plato again makes Socrates refer 

to men engaged in the study of nature (59 A-C): these men want to under-

stand how this world of ours came into being,. how it is acted upon and 

how it acts itself, that is to say, they are trying to di~cover transient 

productions of the present, the future and the past,~ what unchangeably 

always is. To discover the immutable it is necessary to rely on the power 

of discourse <o% "o:i /L111.>.t,,~61tl i.5vt1CJ-L'S - 57 B), in exchanqinq questions 

and answers wit.h oneself and with. others. The power of discourse is 

the power inherent·in human speech, this ma:cvel, let me say, this greatest 

marvel perhaps under the sun. 

" The Greek noun >.~rus and the Greek verbAfx~1." have a vast range 

of meanings. They may refer to reckoning, accountinq, measuring, relating, 

qatherinq, picking.up (let us not forget the English words "col.!!£!" 

and "•e.!!EE.", derived from >.EyEtv). But, above all, they refer to 

!IJ?!akinq, discoursinq, arquinq, discussinq, reasoning. That's how 

we have to understand Artstotle's statement <Politics 1,2, 1253 a 10): 

, , ,, {J II - ~ )oro"··• .. .uoYov «v twTof l~H rw"' f':''-'"' , "man alone amonq livinq beings 

possesses speech", and that implies: man alone possesses the ability 

to understand the spoken word, to und~rstand articulated speech. 
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We mean by speech - eveeybody meaila by it - a sequence of sounds 

uttered· by somebody in such a way-as to be understandable to others. 

The verb "to understand" refers primarily, thouqh not uniquely, to 

speech.· Hea~inq somebody speak, ·we may says "I understand.what you are 

saying". We may, in fact, miaunderstand, but even misunderstanding 

involves understanding. But ~do we understand in hearing somebody 

speak? Not the sounds in themselves, the audible low and hiqh pitched 

noises issuing from somebody's mouth (or some machine, for that matter). 

We · .!!!!.!'., these noises, but hearinq is not understandinq. · That is why 

we do not understand speech in a foreign tongue. In a manner 'Which, 

itself, is hardly or not at all widerstandable, the sounds carry 1itith 

them - or embodf. or represent - somethinq.else, p~ecisely that which 

makes us understand, ~enever we understand. This source and target of 

our understanding consists of units to which single wards correspond 

as well as of combinations of units to which sequences of words correspond. 

The speaker and the hearer share - or, at least, intend to •hare -

the understandinq of those units and of ·those combinations of units. 

The speaker transposes what he means into·souridinq words variably 

intoned, and the hearer.who understands reverses that process in reachinq 

back to the intended meaning. The intended meaning is what the Greeks 

' ~ , " call.ad ro yo17roy(vd.,rov being a. verbal· adjective of vo~'"' which means 
. ,,,. 

"to receive the intelligible"). Amonq the intelligible units, the 1i10.,~•, 

there are two kinds: Eiome are intelligible by themselves, some help 

us to receive those first ones, help us to understand what is.being said. 

Speech and understanding are inseparable • .AC:j-of means inseparably both 

speech and that which can be and is being understood .!!!_ speech. It is 
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in !!!!!! and, to repeat, only throuqh !!!!. that >.:ros manife~ts itself 

conspicuously. Neither birds nor porpoises nor seals haye Ao'tl"', though. 

they are able to "communicate" with each other and even with human beings. 

We all remanber, I think, a phrase that Homer. uses so often when 

describing b\Dan speech, the phrase "wi~qed words" t f•~« 11'rfp0~tl~ ) • 

·Whence this imaqe? In most cases the phrase occurs when a personaqe, 

a qod or a man, addresses another single personage, a qod or a man. 

Occasionally it is also used when someone speaks to a group or a er~ 

of people. Minstrels in Homer are never said to utter or sing "winqed 

words". Now, words are not called "winged" to indicate their aoaring 

or .lofty quality. The .imilge seems rather to imply that words, Aft.er 

escaping "the fence of the teeth", as Homer puts·it, are guided swiftly, 

and therefore surely, to.their destination, the ears and the soul and 

the·unc!erstandinCj of the addressee. It is more difficult to reach a 

crowd of men than a-single man. Exertions of a special kind are then 

required. 

What is speech "about"? About everythinq man is familiar with -

the sky and the earth, the rivers and the sea, the living beings around 

him, on land, in water, in the air, the things he himself builds and 

produces, as well as the tools and appurtenances that his arts·and skills 

_require to produce those thinqs, and furthennore, the knowle~ge that 

quides his arts and skills, not only to satisfy his ~st elementary needs, 

but also to establish customs and institutions in ~hich his life flows 

from generation to generation, in happiness or mis~ry, in friendship 

or f!nlllity, in praise or blame, and to which customs and institutions 

he is attached· beyond his most pressing wants. That is what his speech 

and his und:eratanding are mostly about. 
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What we say, however circuitously or confusedly or loosely, is said 

in words and sentences, each of which conveys immediate meaning. The 

'Ap1,,5 cannot help moving in the medium of the immediately understandable. 

But words and sentences can also be involuntarily or deliberately 

ambiguous. We can play on words. Plato's dialogues, for example, are 

replete with puns •. However, ambiguities and puns are only possible, 

because words and sentences carry with them several distinct meanings . . 

which, separately, are clearly understood. To be sure, speech can be 

obscure. But it can be obscure only because the clarity of BOllle of 

its parts impinges, or seems to impinge, on the clarity of others. 

Speech, then, presents .to the understanding of the listener what 

the speaker him•elf understands. It presents to the listener nothing 
, 

but combinations ofvo1r«, of intelligibles. In doing that, however, 

speech speaks about, all the things and all the properties of things that 

abound around us, all the ~pecial circumstances and situations in which 

we find ourselves. The question arises: do thevo,r..;, the intelligibles, 

presented to us in speech, have their foundation in themselves, or do 

they stem from the things and circumstances spoken about? Does not 

human $peech tra~slate the language, the r>i;;tr1111t, of the things th•selves? 
. . - . 

Let me turn for a moment to the way things and events around us 

have been and are being referred·to. In Galileo's words: ,.The book 

of Nature is written in mathematical characters". Descartes said: 

0 The science contained in the great~ of the world ••• ". Harvey said: 

"The book of Nature 1.iea open before us and can be easily consulted". 

The ph~ase "book of Natureu is a metaphor used lonq before the seven

teenth century, but why was this particular metaphor ever chosen? 
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rs it n6t because Nat11%'.e is understood a$ something that can be read 

like a book, provided w. know how to read it? But ~foes not that indeed 

imply a language that is Nature's own? Francis Bacon was of the opinion. 

that Nature is subtly secretive, full of riddles, Sphinx-like. But 

secrets can be revealed, riddles can be solved in words. We persist, 

don't we, in solving· the "riddles of nature". In ancient times the order 

of all that exists around us ~s taken much more-directly as a language, 

a lanquage not heard and not written, yet visible, and if not visible, 

one to be guessed at. Human speech seems indeed to translate that 

vi_sible ()r invisibie language of. things into the audible language of 

words~ And just as the sounds of human speech can be trac~ down to their 

ultimate canponents to which the letters of the alphabet correspond, 

things_ around us can be decomposed into their first rudiments - the 

"elements" - the original letters of the language of things, as.it were. 

Our speech, even our unguarded colloquial way of speaking, may reveal 

to the attentive listener the hidden articulations of the language of 

things. Aristotle, no less than Plato, was constantly ·following up 

casually spoken words. It seems that Heraclitus, the "obscure", used 

the word "logos" in reference to the language of things. Let me quote 

from the fragments in question~ First: "Of the Logos, which is as 

I describe it, men always pr0ve to be uncomprehending, both before 

they have heard it and when once they have heard it. For although all 

things bappen acco·rding to this Logos, men are like . people of .!!2. 

experience, even when they experience such sayings and def;ds as I explain, 

when rdistinguish each thing according to its nature and declare how 

it iSJ but all the other men fail to notice what they do after they 
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wake up, just as they iorqet what they do when asleep". Then this: 

"therefore it is necessary to follow.what is common; but althouqh the 

Loqos is common, the many live as thouqh they had their~ thouqhts". 

Then this: "Listeninq not to me, but to the Loqos, it is 'tfise to aqree 

that all things are one". And finally, to supplement the last fragment: 

"Out of all things ;.. one, and out of one - all thinqs11 • (Kirk and Raven, 

The Pres0cratic Philosophers, 1957, pp. 187-188 1 191.) The Loqos makes 

us understand, if we follow Heraclitus, what the things themselves are 

saying, brightly and darkly, in tune and out of tune. 

Speaking and understandinq what ie being said involves thinking, 

involves what the Greeks called lu1voco... Let us hear what Plato has 

to say about thB relation of speakinq to thinking. In t)le dialoque 

entitled The Sophist, in which Plato makes the Stranqer from Elea. converse 

with the young mathematician Theaetetus, the Stranger remarks (263 E): 

11 ••• thought(lu~vo~OL') and speech (.A6p>l) are the same, only that the 

former - that is,1,:vo,o. ~. which is. a silent inner conversation of 

the soul with itself, has been given the special name of thought". 

Thinking, -as Plato understands it, is not tied to what the moderns mean 

by the "stream of consciousness". It can be imagined as a·discontinuous, 

not always regular, stepping forward, and stepping aside, and stepping 

backward and forw~d again, what. speech, too, usually does. It is necessary 

to note1 that for Plato, and for Plato ~·· this identity of thou9ht 

and speech is ~a complete one~ facing the highest, all-comprehending 

intelliqi,.bles, thought is not able to transpose itself into suitable 

l«:>rds. In the seventh letter attributed to Plato we read the phrase 
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'· A ii :J, i "the weakness ·of spoken words" (ro T't.JY >.ol..," itl(ifJfVES - 343 A 1) , and .the 

dialoc;iUe entitled The Sophist.itself. shows this wealtness rather clearly, 

aa we shall see in a IDOll\ent. ·-Moreover, -.peech and thinking can both 

deceive ua; diaccinnect.our steps, an!.'l·thus distor-t and falsify the truth 

of things. -·The firework of the sophists, for example, - and there are 

always sophists around - ·make things and relat.ions of thinqs assume 

a most-unexpected, dazzlinq,-and.puzzl,.ing aspect: things suddenly appear 

not t6 'be what they are. But who isdoinq the iying, if it be lying, 

the sophists.or the thinqs themselves? A critique of speech and of thinking, 

a critical inquisition into speaking, thinking and arquing has to be 

undertaken - as it was undertaken by men. as diverse as Parmenides, Prodicus, 

Plato, Aria·totle. The res'l;llt of· this critique can ... be stated as follows: 

to speak doe_s not always mean to make thi~qs appear in. their true light. 
(' ~ ) . , 

Por Aristotle only one kin(J of speech, o >.v1a$ 011r~•«t1r c t(Of , the declar-

atoi-Y and revealinq speech; and the thinking which belongs to it, translate 

and present the lanquageof thi:nqs •. To be able to use this kind of speech 

requires a discipline, the discipline of the >.~1aj. _ Everywhere in 

Aristotle's work, one senses-, .to 1;:he annoyance of SOll\e and to the delight 

of others1 the effectiveness of that discipline, the effectiveness of 

what!!: ·call ·{and the author hilaself does ~call) the "logic" of 

Aristotl-e. (Cf. on Interp-reta1;:ion s, 17 a 81 4, .17. a 21 ~, 17 a 251 

Posterior· Analytics ··I 2, 7 2. a 11.) 

Given th• ever-present possibility of declaratory and revealing 

speech, Aristotle need not, and does· not, set limits to the power of tlte 

logos. For Plato, however, as I have mentioned, there are limits that 

spoken words cannot transcend. This becomes quite clear in the dialogue 
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•ntitllld SEliZlil• !n it 8ocrat•• til'•t invents fantaatically funny "ety-

110lo9ie•" ot word•, etJ11Qlo9ie1 of proper n••• of hero•• and god• ••well 

•• ot taaiU.p d••Lgn•tion• vtven to th• W•Y• men behave and think. Socrates 

th•n Qontriv11 ratllar ~layfully (422 I ff.) to de1cribe the letters and 

' •Yllf.b.i•1 o:f anv wocd •• providing an "illitation•, a IA"f"'11A-"" (423 B1 430 
, , Af•••• 437 -'J of th• very beinw (o..in•) of what i9 1uppoaed to be "imitated". 

Thi• 11 ta:f,.t,.t~on 11 i• •1•o 1aid by ·Socratea - said more accurately - to be 

a 11 4i1cla•au:•", • 11 rw•lation11 , a F4J.""}"• (425 A,B, 433 B,D, 435 A,B) of the 

thil\I in qu••t:t.on. rtnally the ••••rtion i• made that even "revealing" 

wofd' •Y nll be int•rPl'•tlld •• not foatering our underata.6Un9. One has 

to agree, ·••Y• Socrat••• that thing• which are can be learned and aougr.t for - -----
11111ucih better th:r:ou~h th•••elv•• thiU\ throUIJh names" (439 B). And that is 

anly po11:lbl• ii what trulz !!. 11 not 8ubjact to change, aa Heraclitus 

alaill1, but i1 .!.p}!t!l;?il' what it ii.. Whether thia is 110 or whether what 

th• Reraclitean1 ~ uny other• aay i• true, iB a q1,1eation difficult to 

4eci4•, but "no aa.n ot •en•• can help himaelf and his own 110ul by relying 

on ·nu••11 f440 C) • The power of th• apoken word is thus a limited one, 

acaordi119 tQ Plato, Which •ke• hi1 dialoguaa as troublellOIDe and as wonder-

tu.l •• they •PP~ to be. 

Let •• try to •how yau thia by referring to.. a,nd quoting frcm, the 

d14l.ogu.e entitl.ed 'lb! Sofh.i•t~ Thi• dialogue is the central piece of a trilogy, 

naely the trilogy of the dialogue• entitled Theaei:etua, The Sophist, and 

'l'h! Bt!f:t••u. The converaationa and events whi.ch are presented in these 

ra.t.111•1 ax-e 1uppoa.S to talte place at the very ti.Jlle the suit against Socrates 

ha• it• beglnninq - aa you can read at the ve:ry end of the first piece of the 

triloCJY. We find in the aecond and the third di.aloque, namely in The Sophist 
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and in The State8111An, an abundance of so-called "divisions" (d1.dte;~?•S) 

which, in The Sophist, are supposed to be the means to establish what 

a "sophist" .!.!.• Opposed to the "divisions" are the "collections" 

(~vv#l..r1.Jt•d>, and let me quote what, in the dialoque entitled Phaedrus, 

Socrates has to say a.bout these "divisions" and "collections" to that 

lovable younq man, Phaedrus: "Now I myself, Phaedrus, am a lover of 

these divisions and collections as aids to speech and thought~ and if 

I think any other man is able to see things that can naturally be collected 

into one and divided into many, him I follow after and walk in his fon~steps 

as if he were a qod (this is a playful and ambiguous r¢'f~~pce to. a 

I 

line in the fifth book of the Odxssey}. And whether the name I give 

to those who can do this is right or wrong, god knows, but I have called 

them hitherto dialecticians" (Phaedrus 266 B-C). Now, the first five 

"divisions" in the dialogue entitled The soph1st cio not reach their 

goal, except in one very peculiar case. The goal is to est ablish, as 

I said, ~a "sophist" is. In this dialogue a nameless Stranger 

from Elea performs these dialectic~! exercises wit:h the help of young 

Theaetetus, whose looks resemble those of Socrates (Theaetetus 143 E). 

Of Theaetetus we also know , from the dialogue that bears his name as well 

as from other sources, that he was a powerful mathematician, especially 

interested in incolllllensurable magnitudes and multitudes. Books X and 

XIII of Euclid's Elements are based, in part at least, on his work. 

In the dialogue entitled The Sophist young Theaetetus is shown to 

distinguish and to count well, so well, indeed, that he he1ps us to under-

stand what the Eleatic Stranger, alone, by himself, could not make 

us understand. Let us see. 
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There are·five "diviaiona11 in the beginning.of the dialogue, 

meant to catch the 11 sophiat11 • After they have been made they are counted 

up by the Stranger and Thaaetetus inthefollowing way: "Stranger: 

First, if I illll not mi•taken, he (that is, the ·11 sophiat11] was found 

to be a paid hunter after the younq and wealthy. 'l'heaetetus: Yes. 

Strangers. Secondly a aort of merchant in articles of knowl~ for 

the soul. Theaetetua: Vary much so. Stranqar: And thirdly, did 

he not turn up as retailer (IC-W,.Aot) of these same articles of knowledge? 

Theaetetus: Yes, and fourthly we found he was a aeller of his own 

' , . production!'J (tft1SQ'Ml,1),. ·Strangers You r•ember well" (231 D). 

I have to interrupt this quoting to check whether Theaetetus .!!!?.!!. 

remember well •. By qoing back, we see that the ·stranqer had previously 

summarized (224 D-E) the third diviaion in these.111110rds: "And that 

part of acquisitive art which proceed• bt exchange and by ea.le in ~ . , , 
ways (l/1""'•rtt111a) aa mere retail trade (lt11 ... A11tn) or as the. sale of 

one's own production fllk••11l11e:v), ·so lonq as it belongs to. the fam.ily 

of merchandisinq in knowledqe, that part you will apparently always 

call sophistry". Theaetetus had then answered: "Necesaarily so, for 
, 

I have to follow the argument, the A•r•I". Theaetetua reimembers well: 

he remembers that retail trade and ~the sale of one'• own 2roduction 
., , 

had been mentioned, but he forgot, !!_e_f!?_ri.ot, the word ¥••r•t"•{in 

~.ways), and this makes him add to the third description a new one, 

which he calls the fourth. !2!;hr· his rememberinq !!!!!, his forqettinq 

have remarkable consequences. In the counting up of the "divisions" 

the fourth becomes the fifth, and the fifth, which is the one that 

reaches its qoal, namely the correct de•cription of the work perforaed 
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by a quasi-aophiat, naaely by Socrates himself, - this fifth "division" 

becallea the ailtth. Let ua not fox-qets six is the first "perfect" 

nwlber, and only a •perfect" number is fit to be applied to Socrates' 

work. But, moreover, the foqetfulness of Theaetetus compels us to 

) " pay special attention to th• word which he forqot, to the word.o,,..fart:(lt..1>-, 

or more exactly to the wordlpcfw (both) and to its cognates. We become 

aware that this word ;is used-over and over aqain in the dialoque. 

Here is just one example. Speakinq of the "sophist", the Stranger 

remarks at one point (226 A): "Do you see the truth of the statement 

that this beast ia many-sided and, as the saying is, not to be cauqht 

with one hand? Theaetetusz Then we must catch him with.botii • 

The aiqnificance of this word "both" becomes fully apparefrt: when 
, 

the Stranger and Theaetetus focus their attention on "Change" (Kuh15<S) 

and "Rest" (~'r.;flJ). I shall quote again (250 A-C): "Stranqer: 

You say that Change and Rest are entir~ly opposed to each other? 

Theaetetus: How could I say anything else? Stranger: And yet you 

say that both and each of than equally !!!..• Theaetetus: Yes, I do. 

Stranqer: And in admittinq that they are, are you saying that both 

and each of them are chanq"ing? ·Theaetetus: No, nol Stranger: Then, 

perhaps, by sayinq that both a.re, you mean they are bQth at rest? 

'fheaet•tus: How could I? Stranger: Then you put before you Being 

(r~ ~) aa a third1 as aomethinq beside these, inasmuch as you think 

Rest and Change are embraced by it1 and since you· comprehend and observe 

that these comnme with Being, are you saying that they both ~? 

·Tbeaetetwu We truly happen to divine that Being is something third, 

when we say that Change and Rest~· Stranqer: Then Beinq is not 
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.~·Chge and ·~.together, but llOIUlthi.ng else, ·&fferent frcm thm. 

Theaetetus1 so i.t ••••· Strangers Accordinq to its own nature, th.en, 

Being is neither at rest !!2!. changinq. Theaetetua a M-hm Un Greek a 

G"~t-cfc:vl "• The laat atat•ent of, the Stranger cannot be taken at face 

value. And.Theaetetu• imalediately afteEWards recognizes that it is 

totally ilftposaibl• for Being to he neither at rest nor changinq. 

The root of the difficulty, of the perplexity in which we, who listen 

to this conversation, ·find ourselvea is that, in the case of Being, 

Change and Reat, our human speech, tha l.l1os, i• failinq. It im failing 
, v 

when it triea to speak about auch greatest "looks" fi'~l''rw. ~il'7--254C2-3), that 
, . # , 

18, such all•CQll.Prehending vo•7t«. Being fro ov >, Change ("'""'''s > 

and Rast ((rcG'tf) appear to be three Ef/'1, three "invisible looks", 

e , «, 
while in truth Change an,d Rest are "each one" ('l<"tlfo'I e:v> and "both 

:I! I rl " "' two". (it#•or:t1tl/. 01.1u). Both together they constitute Being (ro DV). 

Thia means that, accoriing to Plato, Beinq must· be understood as the 

eidetic Two. The eidetic Two ia not a mathanatical number of tm in-

divisible and undistinguishable monads, among infinitely many INCh 

mathematical. twos. Nor is it two visible, divisible and unequal things, 

two houses or two d09a or two apples, for example. The eidetic Two is 

a unique dyad of two . unique E~'J?, of two "invisible look•", namely 

of Change and Rest. And ju•t •• they both together, and only ~ 

together, are the ,1'[of, the "look", the "invisible look" Being, llO 

the Stranger from Elea and Theaetetua can only both toqether deal 

with the question of Being. That's why the Stranqer says at one point 

to Theaetetus (239 C): "let us bid farewell. to you and to me". He 

means that neither he alone nor Theaetetus alone can acCCJmpliah the taak, 
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but that they can do it only both t:ogether. But this they can do "not 

.. , ' ;, 
with complete clarity" (~"I tfllltf':J q"«+?"'''f - 254 C 6), because they are 

speakinq about it. 

·· It is thus t:Mt a weakness of speech is revealed· in the dialogue 

entitled ·The sophist. · ·sut this dialogue alao shows why there ~ be 

falsehood uttered in speech, Why speech can state what is ~ true. 

There iS r however I a wide Bp8Cti'ulll Of the !!!!_-~1 ranqing from falsehood 

to likelihood. Thia is the background of the dialogue entitled Timaeus, 

IUJd I would like to qiote a passage from this dialoque to make you 

experience the playful and saddeninq ambiguity of this passaqe. It 

deals with the human mouth.· It claims that it. was .fashipned "for ends 

both necetiaary and most good"; ·"as an entrance with a view to what is· 

necessary and as an outlet with a view to what is most good". I keep 

quoting (75 i>-B) r 11For all that enters in and supplies food to the 

body is,neceaaa.ryrwhile the stream.of speech·which flows out and 

ministers to thoughtf ulnesa is of all atreams the most beautiful and 

moat good". Can we forget how much &Vil, how much falsehood, how much 

tri"fling, ·how much nonsense a<lso flow& out? No, we cannot.· But this 

must be added.I in all those cases I just mentioned speech does not 

, . 
minister to thoughtfulness, to <;eov'1'°'S. 

Let me now turn to a character of speech to which the ancients 

.ppu:ently did pay only, llC~ attention. A ·moat r.arkable sim;i.larity 

.obtains between words, apoken words of' live speech, and money, - money, 

that is1 available in coins and bills. · Both are precious, both circulate 

freely, coins and bills from hand to hancl, words frcim mouth to mouth. 

The imprints on cains and bills are .qraduall.y erased, effaced, r.uhbed 
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off, just as the meanings of words aean to become fuzzy, blurred and 

empty with the pa.1taa9e of time. There is even counterfeiting in lan9'U8.9'e 

as there is in money. Human speech can and does deteriorate to an 

extent which renders it obnoxio~s, makes it unable to reach anyone, 

deprives it totally of wings. 

It was Edmund Husserl who·, in modern ·times, pointed to this inevit

able deterioration of hulllari speech~ According to him the signifying 

power of a word has, by its· very nature, the tendency to lose its 

revealing character. The more we become accustomed to wrds, the less 

we perceive their original and precise significance: a· kind of super

f~cial and vague· understanding is the necessary result of the increasing 

familiarity wi-th spoken -.and written - words;. Yet that original sig

ni.ficance is· still there, in every word, somehow ~forqotten", mt still 

at the bottom of our speakinq and our u~erstancling, however vague the 

meaning conveyed by our speech might be. The original "evidence" 

has .faded away, but has· not disappeared completely. It need not be 

"awakened" even, it underlies our mutual understanding in a "sedimented" 

form. "Sedimentation is always somehow forgetfulness" (Die Frage nach 

dem Ursprung der Geometrie ala intentional-historisches Problem, first 

published by Eugen Fink in "Revue internationale de philosophie", I, 

2, 1939, p.212). And this kind of forgetfulness accqmpanies, of 

necessity. according to Husserl, the deve1·op:nent and growth of any 

science. (The text about the "origin of geometry". ·appears also - in 

a· slightly changed form - as the 3rd Appendix to Walter Biemel's edition 

of the Crisis of European Sciences and Transcendental Phenomenology -

HUsserliana, Vol. VI, 1962 - and as the 6th Appendix to David Carr's 
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tranalation of the •erisia" - Northwe•t~n Univeraity·Preas, 1970. 

The sentence "sedimentation is always somehow forqetfulness11 is omitted 

in Bi ... l's and Carr's versiQns. I. assume, however, that this sentence 

is based. on Husserl's own vo.rds, uttered in conversations with Fink.) 

.To be sure, the oriq~nal evidence .can be "reactivated0 , and indeed 

is.reactivated at definite· tim ... ·Thia interlacement.of the original 

significance and of its "sedimentation" constitutes, we read in HUsserl's 

late.work, th• true charactei- of •history" (Ibid., p. 220). From that 

poJ,nt of view there is onJ.y· 2!!!_1egitimate fopa of history: tha history 

of hwlan thought. History, inthia understanding, cannot be separated 

from Philosophy. Husserl's own philosophy, aa it deyelo~ in its 

latest phase (1935-1937), is ·a· most raarkable att•pt to restore 

the integrity of knowledge, of lt;,,trr11''1' threatened· by the all-pervading 

tendency of "sedimentation". ·It has remained an attaapt. But it may 

help us,. in any,event, to understand the character of·speech, the character 

of ~e spoken word. .It may help us to cautious in our speaking and 

listening. 

When we hear --or read ... words ·intended to convey opinions about 

tlµngs, about ~ they are and !!2!, they are, it is amazing to observe 

their almost. total dependence .on the Latin rendering of crucial Greek, 

and·especia1ly Aristotelean, terms used in searching or reve&ling speech 

or,_ as.we say, in •philosophical" discourse. The adoption of this 

Latin rendering by modern western lanquages usually involve• a radical 

chanl]e and certainly a "sedimentation" of the very meaning of the tenis 

in question. We hear a qr~t deal about pollution today - the pollution 

of air, water, and land, which burdens our lives. But.we hear rarely 

. about the pollu~ion of our language, which burdens our understanding. 
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OQr daily. language, not to mention the •elevated" ianguage of inquiry 

and exposition, ia pemeated and pol;l.uted by diatorted.teriu in paeudo

Latin or even paeudo~reek quiae. Don't we use words like-the following 

onea all the tilllea "actual", "dynamic", •potentialities"·, •matter", 

"aubatance", "theory", "inform•tion", "energy", "category", "l09ical", 

"formal", "abstract"? ilow strange and how discouraging-I Do we know 

w~t we mean by thaaa words? I could. extend this list quite a bit, 

but I should like to add only theae six terms1 "idea1•,· 11 aaaence", 

"conc•pt~", "reality", "individual", and_ - horribile dictu -. "mind•.-

This tendency of. "-.dimentation" of human apeech finds, it i9 true, 

its counterpart in the tendency to reactivate its oriq;Lnal aignificance. 

Beyond that, i~ may happen that huinan speech reachaa level• previoualy 

not experienced at alls they may increaae its viqor, lift its signifying 

power to new heighta, elevate it truly. Responsible for thia are 

moatly - and rarely enough, to be sure - written words. New words 

or new combinations of worda can be "coined", as we so aptly and. sig

nificantly say. At deciaive points in his dialoques Plato resorts to 

this kind of coininga in the dialogue entitled The Republic, for example, 

but. mollt. not.ably in the dialogue entitled The Statesman. (We are aware, 

of course, that Plato's dialogues-, althouqh presenting lively sp0ken 

words, are the result of uniquely careful inditing and writing.) 

Story-writer• engage - aometim.ea - in this kind of inventive writing, 

as Joyce and Faulkner did. The moat illlportant cases. of newly articulated 

written speech, however, are found in declaratory work•·which intend 

to convey knowledge, derived froa questioning that is profound and 

deeply Hrioua. Such 'WOrka are those o~ Aristotle, of He<Jel who raises 

Ariatotle to new levels, and of Heidegger who opposes Aristotle radically. 
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'1'heir peculiar way of apeakinq aheda new light on thinga, on their 

zoota, their relations, their very being •. We :have to notes none of 

t.he8e author• have written work• that are eaaily translatable, - and 

thia cannot he otherwise. 

Let me be fair to people of the Latin tongue· and, by way of conclusion 

quote Virgil, the poet. In a letter: to a friend Virgil says that he 

giv• birth to verses in the manner of bears and according to their 

custom (parere •• veraua modo a·tque ritu ursino) , that is to say, that 

be pz'Oduces his verses the way the mother bear handles her newly born 

cubaa .. aiduoualy and peraiatently llhe licks th• into their proper 

shape. Such aniduoua work, perfozaed on the written word and undertaken 

to·uaure the right articulation of a compoaad whole, can anci does 

reatore and preserve the integrity of human speech. It is thus that 

the written word repays i ta eterna·l debt to the spoken word. 
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